Parsons 101 (Double)

Basic Facts
Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
Adjustable Bed Height: Yes
Closet: Yes
Floor to ceiling space with a bar for hanging clothes.
White Board on door: No
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light
Number of Windows: 3
Plenty of natural light: Yes
With three windows on two sides of the room, we got plenty of light.
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes
Additional Comments:

Temperature
Room Temperature: Normal
Ability to adjust heat: There is no way to adjust the temperature

Unique Quirks
The bathroom (which is a private, attached bathroom) has three options for lighting: Nothing (off), Just the Fan and Fan/Light together. Note that there is no Light Only option. Since the sound the fan makes is annoying in the extreme, my roommate and I would almost always shower, shave, go to the bathroom and brush our teeth in the dark. It wasn't really a problem, just a little annoying.

Bathroom
People who share the bathroom: 1
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: 1 window
Parsons 102 (Double)

Basic Facts

Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase

Adjustable Bed Height: Yes
Closet: Yes
turned into a sweet closet.
White Board on door: No
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2
Plenty of natural light: Yes
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No
Additional Comments: The room needs lamps as does the porch which doesn't have any lights - we had to get a lamp to put in there.

Temperature

Room Temperature: Cold
We can control the temperature in both the room and the bathroom, so it’s always totally fine; the only problem is the unheated enclosed porch.
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

Unique Quirks

Parsons 102 (Double)

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 1
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: No windows
Other comments: Love the tub! It is great.
### Basic Facts

- **Floor:** Exposed (hardwood or tile)
- **Furniture included:**
  - Bed
  - Desk
  - Dresser (Drawers only)
  - Bookcase
- **Adjustable Bed Height:** No
- **Closet:** Yes
  
  Medium, with a random window in it and one shelf.
- **White Board on door:** No
- **Slanted Ceilings:** No

### Light

- **Number of Windows:** 2
- **Plenty of natural light:** No

  The windows are on one side of the room. Also, outside is quite shaded. But the porch has tons of windows.
- **Time of day with most light:** Don't notice
- **Without additional light, the room is well lit:** No
- **Additional Comments:** No lightings on the porch.

### Temperature

- **Room Temperature:** Cold

  Cold when the heat is off, because it is shaded and it is its own wing of the house, meaning that there is little protection from the wind. Consequently, there are four different radiators.
- **Ability to adjust heat:** Yes, there is a thermostat
  Each heater has controls.

### Unique Quirks

Very irregularly shaped room, so despite it’s fairly good size organization takes creativity. Also includes a small glassed-in porch with many windows, which provides a lot of light. However, this porch is not heated and there are no lights, although there is an electrical outlet. The bathroom has a freestanding tub and a toilet. The floor is slanted quite noticeably.

### Bathroom

- **People who share the bathroom:** 0 (private bathroom)
- **Sinks:** 1
- **Toilets:** 1
- **Bathtubs:** Bathtub with showerhead
- **Windows:** 1 window
- **Other comments:** Free-standing tub.
Parsons 202 (Single)

Basic Facts
Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Bureau (Drawers and Hanging Space)
- Chair
- Bookcase
Adjustable Bed Height: No
Closet: No
White Board on door: No
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light
Number of Windows: 4
Plenty of natural light: Yes
Time of day with most light: Afternoon
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No
Additional Comments: There is an overhead light but it is rather dim.

Temperature
Room Temperature: Normal
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

Unique Quirks
Glassed in porch overlooking the cemetery.

Bathroom
People who share the bathroom: 1
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: 1 window
Other comments:
Parsons 203 (Single)

Basic Facts
Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
Adjustable Bed Height: No
Closet: Yes
Very large closet with a shelf above the bar.
White Board on door: No
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light
Number of Windows: 3
Plenty of natural light: No
It gets a good deal of natural light, but since the windows face north and northeast the light is indirect and not terribly bright.
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No
Additional Comments: There are two lights in the room (three if you count the one on porch): one in the main room and one in the little hallway by the closet. The closet light is good, but the main room light is generally insufficient. The main light also casts an unpleasa

Temperature
Room Temperature: Normal
The heater is very effective and can be adjusted for a broad range of temperatures. The porch gets cold because it is not as well insulated as the room and it does not have its own heater.
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat
See above (very useful thermostat).

Unique Quirks
It has a glassed-in porch attached to it.

Bathroom
People who share the bathroom: 1
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: No windows
Other comments: Bathroom is quite large and its heater works as a heated towel rack (I believe it is designed with that use in mind).